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Abstract. Requirement management plays a crucial role in determining a successful engineering design project. The focus of current requirement research is on the development of requirement elicitation, analysis and formalization methods and tools. Moreover, the existing requirement research often pays attention to the fuzzy front end of product design process. In fact, there exists more needs for requirement knowledge at each stage of a product lifecycle and requirement also has its own lifecycle. However, the research in the field of engineering design lack of a framework to support requirement management from product lifecycle, and requirement and requirement management lifecycle views. This paper highlights the importance of requirement lifecycle management and aims at closing the requirement information loop in product lifecycle. Then, it addresses the requirement management in engineering design field with focusing on the dynamics nature and incomplete nature of requirements. Finally, a closed-loop based framework is proposed for requirement management in engineering design.
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Introduction

Requirement management (RM) plays a key role in determining a successful product development [1], which is a wide research field involving marketing research, business studies, psychological studies, human factors, social factors, software engineering and artifact design [2]. Analysis the literature shows that requirement research is paid sufficient attention in the field of software engineering and information systems [3, 4]. Although, the importance of requirement management in engineering design has been widely acknowledged in design society [5-9], as pointed by Darlington and Culley [10], engineering design requirement is a relatively poorly researched area in design studies. Searching requirement research in prestigious design journals, such as Design Studies (6), Research in Engineering Design (3), Journal of Engineering Design (10), Artificial Intelligence for Engineering Design Analysis and Manufacturing(3), Computer-Aided Design(5), Journal of Mechanical design (0), Journal of Computing and Information
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Science Engineering(4), Concurrent Engineering: Practice and Application (13), and Advanced Engineering Informatics (4), verified that only 48 papers have been published since the year of 2000 (Note that the date for searching is March, 2014, and the search engine is ISI Web of Knowledge). The research area of design requirements in the aforementioned design journals has developed some approaches and tools for requirement elicitation, requirement analysis, requirement management and for understanding the characteristics of requirement. However, from the requirement lifecycle and requirement management lifecycle view of points, to our knowledge, there still a lack of a closed-loop based approaches or tools for requirement management in relation to engineering design. This paper devotes effort to develop a closed-loop based framework for a better design requirement management.

1. Literature review

Due to its significance, considerable studies have been carried out on requirement management in engineering design community (e.g., [5, 7-9]). Due to limited space, only several typical related research works are briefly reviewed as follows. More complete reviews on requirement in the area of engineering design or product design can be found in the review papers presented by Darlington and Culley [10], and by Jiao and Chen [2].

Brace and Cheutet [11] defined a framework to develop a systematic approach. Based on the approach, they presented a model driven approach for deriving requirement. Zenun and Geilson [12] proposed a framework for completeness in requirement engineering and applied the framework in aircraft maintenance scenario. Robertson and Robertson [13] gave a plenty of advice on techniques for eliciting requirement. Wang and Zeng [14] proposed a generic process for eliciting product requirement by asking questions based on linguistic analysis. A software prototype is also developed to support the proposed process. Cascini et al. [15] explored how to situate needs and requirements in Gero’s FBS [16, 17] framework. Xu et al. [18] developed an analytical Kano model to quantitative analyze and classify customer needs. Darlington and Culley [19] used an empirical study to investigate and model the influencing factors to design requirement. Liu et al. [20] proposed a scenario-based approach for the management of design requirement. Baxter et al. [21] developed a framework for the integration of design knowledge reuse and requirements management. This framework enables the application of requirements management as a dynamic process. Gershenson and Stauffer [22] developed a taxonomy for the classification of corporate requirements. Corporate requirements come from internal sources such as marketing, finance, manufacturing, and service that reflect the internal needs of corporate on product development. Rounds and Cooper [23] presented and applied taxonomies of environmental issues to the development of product design requirement.

By integration of the requirement classification works by Ullman [9] and Salonen et al. [24], requirement can be classified into: 1) functional performance requirement; 2) human factor requirement; 3) physical requirement; 4) reliability and feasibility related requirement; 5) lifecycle concern requirement; 6) resource concern requirement; 7) manufacturing and assembly requirement; 8) installation and use related requirement; 9) service related requirement; and 10) economical and technical related requirement.
In fact, the above ten classes of requirements can be reclassified into three categories based on a product lifecycle view: 1) BOL (Begin of Life, including planning, design, and production) related requirement; 2) MOL (Middle of Life, including use, service and maintenance) related requirement; and 3) EOL (End of Life, including reuse, material reclamation and disposal) related requirement. In an analogy with the lifecycle of a product or a piece of knowledge, a piece of requirement also has its lifecycle. Therefore, it needs a lifecycle oriented framework the understanding and management of design requirement.

2. Understanding design requirement

A better understanding of design requirement is a precondition for the development of a feasible requirement management framework. From a research perspective, the focus of the most current design requirement research is on the design object related requirement. However, in the existing works in this field, there is still a lack of design requirement research with considering both design object and design process aspects. Moreover, there also rarely exists a requirement lifecycle oriented management framework. In order to contribute to the research in design requirement management, it is of first important to explore what design is, what design requirement is and the connection of design requirement with design and design knowledge themselves.

2.1. Understanding design

What is design? Many prestigious scholars in design community have discussed its definition (e.g. [6-7, 16]). As pointed by pioneer studies, “to design is to pull together something new or to arrange existing things in a new way to satisfy a recognized need of society” [7]. Hence, the word design can be either a noun or a verb. The verb form of design is designing (i.e., design process), which refers “to conceive or to form a plan for”. The purpose of designing is to transform design requirement into a solution for production, BOL and EOL. The noun definition of design is also design itself (i.e., design object), which often refers to “the form, parts, or details of something according to a plan”. Both design and designing can be ontologically illustrated by Figure 1, as that presented by Gero et al. [17] and Ullman [9].

![Figure 1. Design and design process](image)

As shown in Figure 1, design object is about what the requirement (R), solution or structure (S), and behavior (B) should be; design process is about how designers fulfill the design activities of synthesis, analysis and evaluation for the transformation of requirement into a desired solution. Design process can be viewed as a series of decision nodes (see Figure 2). The decisions made on each node are based on its existing design knowledge and the gained new design knowledge; the design
knowledge is classified into design object knowledge and design process knowledge by Hubka and Eder [25]. Design requirement is also a kind of design knowledge. In this regard, design requirement should also consist two parts, i.e., design object related requirement and design process related requirement.

![Flowchart](image)

**Figure 2.** Elements of a decision node

Today’s engineering design especially the design of complex long service life product (e.g., air crafts, continuous casting machines, ships etc.), should both take the design stage and the after design stage into account, see Figure 3. In this circumstance, the design does arrange existing things or pull together something new in a new way to satisfy a recognized need of society and the whole product lifecycle, which requires more information flow or knowledge flow between different user groups and projects [26]. Therefore, today’s design requirement management is more complex than that have been explored in existing works.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 3.** Product lifecycle and closing the information loop

2.2. Understanding design requirements

In the engineering design field, the characteristics of design requirement are highly related to the nature of design or design knowledge itself. Based on the above understanding of design, it should be confirmed that design requirements can classified into (see Figure 4): 1) design object related requirement, and 2) design process related requirement. The classification of design requirement is similar to that of design knowledge by Hubka and Eder [25]. Figure 5 is an ontological framework for the representation of both design object and design process and also the design knowledge required for each design activity.

- **Design object related requirement**
  
  It has been widely recognized that customer value, product quality, cost and etc., are all factors that can be improved by effective requirement management. In fact, these factors are all design object related requirement. In the front end of product development, it needs effort to better understand customer requirements. It is the start point of a business successful product, which named as “do the right thing”, see the
right part of Figure 5. Detailed description of object related requirement can be found in engineering design texts (e.g., [5, 7, 8]). As mentioned by Dieter and Schmidt [7], in much of new product design, 40 percent are existing parts reused without modification, about 40 percent are existing parts used with minor modification, and only 20 percent of the parts are new. It can be concluded that most of information and knowledge are reused from previous design. For example, up to 70% of information is reused from previous solution in the case of variant design [27]. Therefore, in order to support the reuse of design knowledge in an efficient and effective manner, design object related requirements should be presented as a component of design object knowledge. It is another guarantee of a successful product, which improved the probability of “do the thing right”, see the left part of Figure 5.

Figure 4. Design requirements

- Design process related requirement

As shown in Figure 2, designer is the key element of a decision node. Designers fulfill design activities to complete design tasks. A design activity can be characterized as a goal-oriented, constrained, decision-making, exploration, and learning activity that operates within a context that depends on the designer’s perception of the context [16]. As shown in Figure 2, in order to complete a design activity, a designer has the process related requirement for input information, know-how knowledge and also context knowledge. Effective process requirement management can improve the efficient and effective of design work. Therefore, the management of process related requirement should be paid sufficient attention.

Figure 5. Design requirement (after Zhang et al. 2013)

There may be too much characteristics of design requirements; the focus of this paper is on the following two natures of design requirements.

- Incomplete nature of design requirements

Design knowledge is incomplete [7, 28]. In analog with the nature of design knowledge, design requirement is also incomplete. The requirement development process is also an evolution process of requirement knowledge, i.e., the state of
requirement knowledge will be changed from an initial high degree of incompleteness into a final considerably complete state. It should be noted that, there will be no absolutely complete requirement knowledge. It is similar to that as a satisfied solution stated by Herbert Simon.

As shown in Figure 5, each concept (i.e. P, E, F, and C) in the figure can be viewed as a requirement knowledge set for product planning. At initial design stage, the set of requirement knowledge is incomplete and new requirement knowledge should be acquired to improve its degree of completeness. For example, a complete requirement knowledge set about a customer need and environment can be represented as $P = (P_G, P_A, P_O)$ and $E = (E_S, E_N, E_L, E_O)$, respectively. $P_G$ stands for the goal, $P_A$ is used for describing the actions sequentially taken by a customer to achieve his goal, and $P_O$ explains the desired artifact described by a customer. $E_S$ represents the constraints from a social aspect (e.g. laws, regulations and culture). $E_N$ describes the constraints from a nature aspect (e.g. humidity and temperature). $E_L$ refers to the constraints from product lifecycle operations (e.g. transportation and maintenance). $E_O$ is used for describing the environmental entity, which is indispensable for an artifact to work properly (e.g. gasoline is necessary for the operating of gasoline engines, charging pipes are necessary for e-cars). For example, in the beginning of a design, designers only have the requirements set of $P' = (P_G, ?, ?)$ and $E' = (?, ?, ?, ?)$ to achieve his complete requirements knowledge sets $P$ and $E$, the designers have to acquire the needed new requirement knowledge sets $P* = (?, P_A, P_O)$ and $E* = (E_S, E_N, E_L, E_O)$ to construct a complete requirement knowledge set.

- Dynamics nature of design requirements

According to the incomplete nature of design requirement knowledge, we know that the state of requirement knowledge is dynamic. The dynamics of requirement knowledge refers to the right requirement at the right time for the right participant. The dynamics nature means 1) the evolution of design requirement knowledge from an incomplete state into a complete one, 2) changing the form of design requirement knowledge from one into another (i.e. from informal to formal, from tacit into explicit), and 3) transferring design requirement knowledge from one decision node to another.

The dynamic nature of design requirement knowledge describes the state of requirement knowledge within a specific scenario. As have been explored by Dieter and Schmidt [7], a good design should consider 1) achievement of performance requirement, 2) life-cycle issues, and 3) social and regulatory issues. All the three considerations may be a scenario which drives the evolution of design requirement knowledge from an initial incomplete state to a desired state. The environment refers to the inner or outer factors which influence a design. It should be remembered that requirement knowledge is a dynamic resource, which is constantly changing. Therefore, a novel requirement management framework is necessary for guiding designers to understand the change of requirement knowledge and reuse design knowledge the design process.
3. **Framework development**

The proposed framework aiming at managing design requirement (includes both design object and design process requirements) taken the nature of design requirement into consideration. Due to the social, technical and cognitive characteristic of design, the attentions to social and cognitive issues are also of prominent important to requirement management, but it is out of the scope of this paper. The focus of RM is on the technical characteristics of design, i.e., the development of technical framework of RM.

3.1. **The closed-loop requirement management concept**

According to the affordance-based relational design theory [29], customer, actor and product should provide affordable requirement information between each other. Therefore, a closed-loop [30] requirement management will allow the actors (i.e. designer, manager, production, service, maintenance, recycler engineers, etc.) who play roles during the lifecycle of a product development to elicit, analysis, transfer, manage and utilize requirement information at any stage of its lifecycle (i.e., design, production, MOL and EOL) without limitation to time and place. Figure 6 shows the closed-loop requirement management (RM) concept. The concept requires a RM system to support closing the information loop in product lifecycle and in the actor networks (customer, product, designer).

![Figure 6. The closed-loop requirement management concept](image)

As shown in Figure 6, the main elements of the closed-loop RM concept are:

- RM system to support the capture, modeling, retrieval, reuse and update of requirement information
- Knowledge flows (includes data and information) to support decision making of each actors (includes customers)
- Scenarios for the understanding of requirement to different actors.

According to the above concept of closed-loop RM, the main functions of the concept are:

- Closing the information loop in product lifecycle, aiming at gaining a better performance of transfer, sharing, application and reusing of requirements
• Closing the requirement lifecycle, aiming at improve the degree of completeness of requirement knowledge and the performance of RM.

3.2. Closed-loop requirement management framework

Figure 7 illustrates a diagram of the RM framework. The basic units of this framework are the requirement elicitation (RE), requirement analysis (RA), and requirement transfer (RT), requirement application (AAP) and requirement management system (RMS). The extended FBS framework (see Figure 1 and 5) can be employed to discuss the above units.

- Requirement elicitation
  The process of RE can be represented in a clearly defined structure as:
  \[\text{[Data Source]} \rightarrow \text{[R Capture Methods]} \rightarrow \text{[R Data]}\]
  The function of RE is to capture raw data from several data sources, e.g., customer voice, social voice, technical voice, economical voice, designer voice and product data, etc. These data sources can be categorized into: customer, society, corporate and product, and supporting facilities related requirement data. The methods and tools (e.g., interview, observation, brainstorm, questionnaire, benchmarking etc.) for the capture of requirement data have been given sufficient attention in literature. It will not be discussed here. The focus of RE is on the management the output of RE process and construct scenario for the shared understanding of requirement data.

- Requirement analysis
  The process of RA can be represented in a clearly defined structure as:
  \([\text{R Data}] \rightarrow [\text{R Methods}] \rightarrow [\text{R Information}]\]
  Kano model [18] and QFD method [31] are widely used for the translation of requirement data into requirement information. The outputs of RA are function requirement, constraint requirement and actors’ knowledge requirements.

- Requirement transfer
  The process of RA can be represented in a clearly defined structure as:
  \([\text{R Information}] \rightarrow [\text{R Transfer Methods}] \rightarrow [\text{Formal or Structure R}]\]
  The function of RT is to provide actors with an easier way to retrieval and understand the content of requirements. A scenario-based approach [20] can be employed to represent requirement in a formal way and thus to assist RT.
• Requirement application

The process of RAP can be represented in a clearly defined structure as:

\[ R \text{ Information} \rightarrow R \text{ Interpret Methods} \rightarrow R \text{ Knowledge} \]

The function of RAP is to provide actors with requirement knowledge to drive effective decision making. The SBF and 5W1H (i.e., who at where and when, why and how to do what) framework can be employ to assist requirement management for application.

• Requirement management system

A RM system will provide affordable functions to manage the elicitation, analysis, transfer and application processes and the information or knowledge created in these processes. All the requirement related activities in a corporate should be record in the RM system.

4. Conclusions and future work

The objectives of this study are to highlight the importance of requirement lifecycle management and closing the requirement information loop in a product lifecycle. We address the requirement management in engineering design field with focusing on the dynamics nature and incomplete nature of requirements. The two natures explores that there is a need of a lifecycle oriented approach for requirement management, i.e., requirement and requirement management lifecycle, and embedded requirement into product lifecycle. In analogy with design knowledge, two types of requirement (design object related requirement, and design process related requirement) are recognized. The concept of closed-loop requirement management is then proposed with emphasizing consumer, product, actor and context as key elements. Furthermore, a closed-loop based framework was proposed to provide affordable functions for actors to manage requirement lifecycle information.

Further work needs to be done for a better understanding of design requirement, and the requirement information loops should also be identified in industry using deep case studies. The benefit and weakness of the proposed framework should be assessed and improved.
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